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Abstract
We have focused on the topological structure of Cubic string field theory (CSFT).
From the similarity of action between CSFT and Chern-Simons (CS) theory in three
dimensions, we have investigated the quantity N = π2/3
∫
(UQU−1)3, which is expected
to be the counterpart of winding number in CS theory. In our previous research, it was
reported that N can only take a limited number of integer values due to the inevitable
anomalies in Okawa type solution. To overcome this unsatisfactory results, we evaluate N
and EOM against a solution itself, T , for more general class of pure gauge form solution
written in K,B and c in this paper. Then we obtain general formula of N and T . From
this result, we show that there is an infinite number of solutions that N takes any integer
value while keeping T = 0. We also show the gauge invariant observable of these solutions
take appropriate values. Furthermore, we evaluate the integral form of the BRST-exact
quantity as surface integral.
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2
1 Introduction
As already pointed out in Witten’s original paper of cubic string field theory(CSFT)[1], it
is an important property for CSFT that the action is not invariant under the finite gauge
transformation and receives the global anomaly N , which is defined by
N =
π2
3
∫ (
UQU−1
)3
. (1.1)
It is well known that the action of CSFT has the same algebraic structure as the inte-
gral of the Chern-Simons (CS) 3 form [2, 3]. The counterpart of N in CS theory is a
topological quantity counting the winding number from the manifold to the gauge group
NCS =
∫
M
tr(gdg−1)3/24π2. The winding number is invariant under the infinitesimal
gauge transformation, and is quantized to an integer values.
One of the features of NCS is that it can be written in the integral form of total
derivative. To give an simple example for SU(2) gauge group, we employ hedgehog
anzats for g(x) on M = S3, g(x) = exp(iπf(r)xˆ · τ) with r = |x| and xˆ = x/r,
NCS =
∫
d3x∇ ·
2πf − sin 2πf
8π2r2
xˆ = f(∞)− f(0). (1.2)
For the regularity of g(x) at origin and infinity, sin πf(0) and sin πf(∞) should be zero,
hence, NCS becomes integer. Note that NCS seems to be naively zero since manifold is
compact, however, non-zero contributions comes from the origin and infinity where the
Lie algebra valued function φ(x) in g(x) = eiφ(x) is singular. This property also holds
regardless of the details of g(x). A notable point illustrated in this example is that
the winding number arises from singularities of g(x), and the integral form of the total
derivative is easy to see this property.
Now, from the similarity between both theory, it would be a natural question whether
N has corresponding property to winding number. Essentially, CSFT does not have
concepts of manifolds, gauge groups, surface integral, etc., that is, there are no obvious
corresponding definitions of the topological quantities in CSFT. On the other hand, re-
search on whether N has properties that can be considered equivalent in some sense to
winding number NCS would play an essential role to acquire the ultimate goal of under-
standing topological nature of CSFT. Recently, it was reported that the discontinuities of
vector profile does not appear in the study of the constant magnetic filed configuration on
a torus constructed by OSFT solution [4]. This result seems to contradict the viewpoint
of low energy, this is because discontinuity is indispensable for defining the gauge field
at every point on the torus. The authors of the paper suggest the non-locality of the
SFT gauge transformation in terms of the target space may obscure the concept of the
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coordinate patches. And they also state we still do not know the definition or framework
of stringy topological quantities that characterize such configuration. Therefore, there
already exist to need to provide a obvious definition of topological quantities in CSFT.
In previous paper[5], we have proved N can be written in terms of the integral form
of the BRST-exact quantity, which corresponding to the integral of the total derivative
in CS theory, regardless of the detail of the solution. And as a first step to answering our
question, we examined whether N takes an integer value for a restricted universal class
of pure gauge type solutions called Okawa type[6]. This solution is described by three
type of string fields K,B and c. The results is that N depends only on the singularity at
K = 0 and K = ∞ of the solution, and N cannot take an any integer value other than
0,±1,±2 due to the inevitable anomaly[7]. We also proposed a proper regularization for
the singularity of the solutions. This regularization makes the equation of the motion
non-trivial, then we evaluated the inner product of the equation of motion against the
solution itself, which is called EOM in the strong sense, additionally. We demonstrated
that EOM in the strong sense is not zero when an anomaly appears in N . Therefore,
unfortunately, it was concluded that N takes on a limited number of integers.
Given the above fact, [8, 9] investigated N and EOM in the strong sense in a wide class
of classical solutions rather than Okawa type. This classical solution consists of an infinite
number of string fields written by K,B, c, and satisfy the reality condition. The author
provided how to construct a classical solution such that N is an integer while vanishing
EOM in the strong sense. And the author actually constructed classical solutions where
N takes several integer values other than 0,±1,±2[8]. Moreover, the author found the
parameters that determine the solution is given in a closed form by using the Bernoulli
numbers[9]. It is very interesting result, however, it is difficult to understand the structure
of anomaly cancellation due to complex combination of infinite number of terms.
In this paper, we evaluate N and EOM in the strong sense, which is independent of [8,
9], with a pure gauge form solution represented by a finite number of terms constructed
by K,B, c. This solutions are natural extension of the Okawa type. We show a general
formula for both of N and EOM in the strong sense including anomaly terms. And
we discuss the possibility of anomaly cancellation of N and EOM, simultaneously. We
concluded that we can construct an infinite number of solutions that give aN takes an any
integer value while keeping EOM in the strong sense zero. These solutions are different
from the solutions in [8, 9]. Our constructions maintain the inversion symmetry[7], it
means the contributions from the singularities at K = 0 and at K = ∞ are equally
included.
Furthermore, we mention a counterpart of the surface integration in CS theory. It
is difficult to give a general form of “surface integration”, since there is no concept of
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surface in SFT. We discuss the evaluation ofN as a kind of surface integration for classical
solutions in KBc space. Further studies are needed in order to define surface integral that
does not depend on the details of the classical solution.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the calculation
of the N and EOM in the strong sense of Okawa type solution by the method called sz-
trick. An inevitable anomalies appear, and we explain its origin. The aim of subsequent
section is to eliminate these anomalies. In section 3 we present the formulas of N and
EOM against solution itself for more general pure gauge type solutions in KBc space.
Although the calculations seem naively cumbersome, the results are simple. We also
check gauge invariant observable (Ellwood invariant). In section 4 we discuss whether N
can take any integer value while satisfying EOM in the strong sense. To conclude, we
discuss our results and some open problems in Section 5.
2 Review of Okawa type solution
We start by studying a class of solutions that do not depend on the details of BCFT,
called universal, constructed by string fields K,B and c. These fields satisfy following
algebra under the star product[6],
[K,B] = 0, {B, c} = 1, B2 = c2 = 0,
QK = 0, QB = K, Qc = cKc. (2.1)
Okawa type solution is the following pure gauge form composed of fields K,B, c.
Ψ = UQU−1 = c
KB
G(K)
c(1−G(K)), (2.2)
where the U and U−1 are defined by
U = 1− Bc(1−G(K)), U−1 = 1 +
1
G(K)
Bc(1−G(K)). (2.3)
Here, G denotes an arbitrary function of K. Okawa type solution has been used in the
analysis of tachyon condensation [10, 11] and multiple brain solutions[12]. Here we need
to pay attention to the conditions of G(z), which is defined by replacing the argument
of G(K) with a complex number z, so that the correlation function containing G is well
and uniquely defined. We also demand the same condition as [12] to G(z). Although [12]
restricts the behavior of G at infinity to G(∞) = 1, we allow the condition that G is a
meromorphic function at infinity. Then G(z) can be written as follows without loss of
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generality,1
G(z) ∝
m∏
i=0
(z + αi)
ni, α0 = 0, Re[αi] > 0. (2.4)
Hereafter we use an abbreviation n∞ = −n0 −
∑m
i=1 ni for simplicity.
To calculate N and EOM, we use the sz-trick introduced by Murata and Schnabl [12].
This trick can be used in the calculation of correlation function including K, B and c,
reducing awful multiple integration to only two integration z and s. Real number s is
the total width of the cylinder for which the correlation function is considered. Since K
is generator of width of cylinder, s → ∞(s → 0) corresponds to K = 0(K = ∞). Here,
we remark the z integral path of sz-trick, which is important in the discussion below.
In the original definition of the sz-trick, the path of z integration is defined from −i∞
to i∞ along the imaginary axis. Since the integrand is multiplied by the factor esz, we
can extend the integral path to a closed contour integral by adding a sufficiently large
arc path in the left half plane Re z < 0, if the integrand is no worse than O(z−1) at
infinity. Since the pole of the integrand depends on s, the sufficient size of the closed
contour depends on s. The definition of sz-trick does not state how to handle poles on
the imaginary axis. Unfortunately, this is an important issue regarding whether N takes
an integer value, since anomalies, that shift N from integer values, arise from poles on
the imaginary axis. Bypassing the path of z integration slightly to the left so as not to
pick up the poles on imaginary axis is equivalent to shifting K → K− ε (ε > 0). Because
K has a non-negative eigenvalue, this is a dangerous variable transformation that ruins
inverse Laplace transformability of G, which is a precondition of sz-trick. In this paper,
we assume that an integration path include the imaginary axis to the right. As we will
see later, this assumption is provided by the Kε regularization. Finally, we calculate the
correlation function with the following integral
1
8πi
∫ ∞
0
ds
∮
Cs
dz
2πi
eszF(z, s), (2.5)
where Cs is a sufficiently large semicircular closed contour that includes all the poles in
the left half plane, and on the imaginary axis. If the integrand has terms that do not
vanish at infinity, we must treat them separately. The detail of F(z, s) depends on the
correlation function to be calculated.
For direct calculation of N , F in Eq.(2.5) is given by[7, 12]
F(z, s) = −s2∆(z)
2z2G′
G
− (z∂z − s∂s)s
2 z
G
∆s(zG). (2.6)
1Although α0 can be a pure imaginary number, we chose zero for simplicity because it does not change
the main point of discussion below.
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See [12] for the definition of (∆sf) (z). Here we omitted the terms in the form ∆2s (f ◦s g) =
(∆sf) g + f∆sg because they do not give any contributions after z-integration[12]. The
first term of Eq.(2.6) have no pole on the imaginary axis and supplies the definite integer
value:
−
∮
dz
2πi
G′
G
= −n0 − n∞. (2.7)
Next, we can find the integration of the second term in Eq.(2.6) becomes the surface
integral of s;
1
8πi
(
lim
s→∞
− lim
s→0
)
s3
∮
dz
2πi
esz
z∆s(zG)
G
, (2.8)
In contrast to the first term, the second term has poles on imaginary axis. All remains
after the limit of s is the contribution coming from the pole on the imaginary axis. By
combining Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8), we obtain the final expression for N [G]:
N [G] = −n0 − n∞ + A(n0) + A(n∞), (2.9)
where
A(n) =
π2
3
(n3 − n) Re 1F1 (2 + n, 4, 2πi) , (2.10)
where 1F1(α, β; z) is the confluent hypergeometric function. It is interesting to compare
Eq.(2.9) with the most right hand side in Eq.(1.2). The final expression Eq.(2.9) show
that the value of N is determined only by the behavior at origin and infinity of G, and
contributions of each term are equivalent. Since A(n) is not integer except for n = 0,±1,
N is not an integer value generally. However, as shown below, when N is not integer
value, the solution does not satisfy the EOM in the strong sense.
The reason why N has symmetry under the exchange n0 ↔ n∞ is due to a property
called the inversion symmetry of the correlation function. There exists an map which
exchange K = 0 and K =∞ while keeping KBc algebra Eq.(2.1): 2
K → K˜ =
1
K
, B → B˜ =
B
K2
, c→ c˜ = cK2Bc. (2.11)
Surprisingly, we proved that correlation function with an arbitrary width on a semi-infinite
cylinder is invariant under this inversion map[7]. Note that this symmetry of correlation
2More general, following transformation keeps KBc algebra [13, 14, 15] K˜, B˜ and c˜ satisfy the algebra
Eq.(2.1). K˜ = g(K), B˜ = g(K)B/K and c˜ = c(K/g(K))Bc for an arbitrary g(K)
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function also holds for the regularized K,B, c discussed just below. Under the inversion
map Eq.(2.11), the solution Ψ of Eq.(2.2) only exchanges the argument of G(K) from
K to 1/K. Combining this fact, inversion symmetry of correlation function and the fact
that N is constructed only from Ψ gives the equation N [G(K)] = N [G(1/K)].
As mentioned in the introduction, N can be rewritten as an integration form of Q-
exact quantity, which corresponds to the integral of the total derivative in CS theory.
Similar to the winding numberNCS , this expression clarify that the winding number is
obtained by singularity of the solution. The integration form of BRST-exact quantity
requires parameterized solution Ψu which has a property interpolating between trivial
vacuum at u = 0 and non-perturbative configurations at u = 1[16]. Then N becomes
N = π2
∫
Q
[∫ 1
0
duΨu ∗
d
du
Ψu.
]
. (2.12)
However, it is generally believed the axiom that BRST-exact integral vanish holds. In-
tuitively, it can be understood the integration of BRST current along the right half and
the left half of string cancel each other due to the action of
∫
. More importantly, it
is necessary for the infinitesimal gauge invariance of the action. To be sure, however,
there is a singularity at K = 0 or K = ∞ in bracket of Eq.(2.12) for nonzero N . The
bracket part of Eq.(2.12) represent the delta functions δ(K) or δ(1/K) intuitively. We
need to introduce some appropriate regularization into Eq.(2.12) to extract the contribu-
tions from singularities. To regularize the singularity at K = 0, we use the replacement
K → Kε = K+ε (ε→ +0). Since the eigenvalue of K are non-negative, it works well. To
regularize the singularities at K =∞, we use the inversion map of the Kε regularization.
Combining both, our regularization Kεη is given by
Kεη =
Kε
1 + ηKε
, Bεη =
B
(1 + ηKε)2
, cεη = c(1 + ηKε)
2Bc, (2.13)
where ε and η are regularization parameter for K = 0 and K = ∞, respectively. Note
that we have to perform the replacement K → Kεη after the action of the BRST charge.
This is because regularizing the bracket part in Eq.(2.12), before action of the BRST
charge, corresponds to eliminate the singularities rather than regularize them. Then RHS
of Eq.(2.12) becomes zero for any Ψu and contradicts on the LHS of Eq.(2.12).
Applying Kεη regularization, Eq.(2.12) becomes∫
(QA[G])K→Kεη =
∫
QA[G(Kεη)] + ε× Eεη[G(K)] + η ×Hεη[G(K)], (2.14)
where A is given by
∫
duΨu ∗ dΨu/du and detail expressions of Eεη and Hεη are shows in
Appendix.A. The first term vanish safely, otherwise the rests can be non-trivial if Eεη(Hεη)
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has a singularity of order O(1/ε)(O(1/η)). When we consider Kε regularization only, the
right hand side of Eq.(2.12) becomes ε×Eε, where Eε = Eεη
∣∣
η=0
. This fact indicates we can
set η = 0(ε = 0) in Eεη(Hεη), and we denote it as Eε(Hη) in the following. We can show
in the AppendixA that Hη[G(K)] = Eη[G(1/K)] holds thanks to the inversion symmetry,
then our evaluation reduce to
Eq.(2.14) = lim
ε→0
(Eε[G(K)] + Eε[G(1/K)]) . (2.15)
The result of Eq.(2.15) is exactly same as the result of direct calculation of Eq.(2.9), which
indicates that Kεη regularization works well for the right hand side of Eq.(2.12). The Kε
regularization play a role to specify the detail of integral path along the imaginary axis in
sz-trick, as mentioned above. After the Kε regularization, the sz calculation Eq. (2.5) of
the correlation function is changed from F(z, s) to F(z + ε, s). If we change the variable
zε → z in Eq.(2.5), the factor e−εs is added on the integration, and the z integral path,
which was originally defined from −i∞ to i∞, will bypasses the imaginary axis on the
right. As a result, by applying Kε regularization, the z integration path is determined to
be Cs in Eq.(2.5).
After Kεη regularization, Ψ is no longer pure gauge, i.e. (UQU
−1)εη 6= UεηQU
−1
εη . This
is because Kεη regularization breaks a part of KBc algebra Eq.(2.1). The EOM is not
equal to zero and is the sum of the two terms which are of O(ε) and O(η). It is not clear
whether the EOM is satisfied in the limit ε, η → 0. To check this, we should evaluate
the inner product of the EOM with some variation. Let us consider the inner product
of EOM with the solution itself : T =
∫
Ψεη ∗ (QΨ+Ψ ∗Ψ)εη called EOM in the strong
sense. This quantity is necessary to link N to the energy of the solution. T is not zero
exactly, and
T = ε× E ′εη[G(K)] + η ×H
′
εη[G(K)]. (2.16)
See the detail of E ′εη,H
′
εη in Appendix A. T can be rewritten in the same way as Eq.(2.15)
as show in Appendix.A,
T = lim
ε→0
ε× (E ′ε[G(K)] + E
′
ε[G(1/K)]) . (2.17)
We can evaluate E ′ε by sz-trick, and we obtain
T = B(n0) +B(n∞), (2.18)
where B(n) is given by
B(n) =
n(1 + n)
π
Im1F1 (1− n, 2; 2πi) . (2.19)
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Similar to theN anomaly A(n) of Eq.(2.8), the only poles on the imaginary axis contribute
to the non-zero value of E ′ε. B(n) does not vanish except for n = 0,±1 as well as A(n).
Therefore, Ψ is not a solution in the case of A(n0) 6= 0.
In conclusion, N takes an limited number of the integer values consistent with EOM.
N and T are determined only by the behavior of G(K) at K = 0,∞. If |n0| and |n∞|
are larger than 1, then a pole appears on the imaginary axis, which causes anomalies of
N and EOM. Our regularization consistently defines the integral form of the BRST-exact
quantity of Eq.(2.12), while forcing us to pick up anomalies on the imaginary axis.
3 Winding number for more general KBc space
Hitherto we have considered the simplest U and its inverse Eq.(2.3) in KBc space. Now,
we extend U and U−1 to more general string field with ghost numbers zero in KBc space
as follows
U = 1−
N∑
i=1
fi(K)Bcgi(K), U
−1 = 1 +
1
G(K)
N∑
i=1
fi(K)Bcgi(K), (3.1)
where G(K) is determined by G = 1 −
∑
i figi, and gi(K), fi(K) is arbitrary function of
string field K. Without loss of generality, we can set the first term of U equal to 1 by
using the gauge freedom. Then we obtain the pure gauge form Ψ as
Ψ = UQU−1 =
N∑
i,j=1
fi(K)c
(
δij +
aij(K)
G(K)
)
KBcgj(K), (3.2)
where aij(K) is defined as aij(K) = gi(K)fj(K). Ψ with N = 1 is equal to be Okawa type
solution Eq.(2.3) in the previous section. In the following, we impose the same conditions
as in the previous section on G and {aij}. Then, similar to the expression (2.4), {aij} is
also written as
aij ∝
m∏
k=0
(z + αijk )
n
ij
k , αij0 = 0, Reα
ij
k > 0. (3.3)
By definition, only 2N − 1 components of {aij}i,j=1,··· ,N are independent. For example,
in the case of N = 4, there are seven independent components, which we choose these as
a11, a12, a13, a14, a22, a33 and a44, then the other components are written as
a23 =
a22a13
a12
, a24 =
a22a14
a12
, a34 =
a33a14
a13
,
a32 =
a33a12
a13
, a42 =
a44a12
a14
, a43 =
a44a13
a14
. (3.4)
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In the following, we employ the following components of {aij} as independent components.
a11 a12 · · · a1N
a22
. . .
aNN
 . (3.5)
Furthermore, one of the diagonal component can be expressed by G, which we choose as
aNN = 1−G−
∑N−1
i=1 aii.
Before going into the discussion of N , we mention inversion and regularization form
of new Ψ. Under the inversion map Eq.(2.11), Ψ changes
Ψ˜ =
∑
i,j
fi(1/K)c
(
δij +
aij(1/K)
G(1/K)
)
KBcgj(1/K). (3.6)
Compare with the original Ψ of (3.2), the only changes are the replacement from K to
1/K in {aij} and G. Thus, N and T are inversion symmetric quantities again, that is,
both quantity are invariant under the exchange n0 ↔ n∞ and n
ij
0 ↔ n
ij
∞. Therefore, it is
sufficient to evaluate the contribution comes from singularities of G and {aij} at K = 0.
We again adopt Kεη regularization Eq.(2.13). Then, the regularized new Ψ is given
by
Ψεη = UεηQU
−1
εη + ε×
∑
i,j
fic
(
δij +
aij
G
)
Bcgj + η ×
∑
i,j
fic
(
δij +
aij
G
)
K2εBcgj. (3.7)
Note that argument of {fi, gi, aij} and G are Kεη. Uεη and its inverse are defined by
replacing K of {fi, gi, aij} and G appeared in Eq.(3.1) by Kεη.
3.1 Direct calculation of N
In this subsection, we present the formula of direct calculation of N by sz trick for any Ψ
of Eq.(3.2). Unlike the integral form of the BRST quantity, the role of Kεη regularization
in direct evaluation is not so explicit as long as the z integration path in Eq.(2.5) is Cs.
We omit the regularization for simplicity in this subsection, and we will mention about
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the effect of regularization in the end. Using KBc algebra Eq.(2.1), we can obtain as∫
(UQU−1)3
= −
∑
i,j
〈
aji, K,
K
G
(1−G) aij , K
〉
∑
i,j,k
{
−
〈
aki,
K
G
aij , K,
K
G
ajk
〉
+
〈
aki, K,Kaij,
K
G
ajk
〉
+
〈
aki,
K
G
aij , Kajk, K
〉}
+
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
〈
aℓi,
K
G
aij , Kajk,
K
G
akℓ
〉
, (3.8)
where 〈F1, F2, F3, F4〉 denote the correlation function 〈BcF1(K)cF2(K)cF3(K)cF4(K)〉 on
a semi-infinite cylinder. By applying the sz-trick formula [12], (3.8) becomes the integral
Eq.(2.5), except that F is replaced by
F = −s2∆(z)
2z2G′
G
− (z∂z − s∂s)s
2 z
G
∆(zG)
− (z∂z − s∂s)s
2 z
G
∑
i,j
(aii∆(zajj)− aij∆(zaji)) . (3.9)
Here we ignore the ∆2s terms, since they vanish by the integration. The first line of
(3.9) is determined only by the diagonal components G = 1 −
∑
i aii, which is the same
expression as Eq.(2.6) except for the definition of G. As already seen in Eq.(2.9), it is
impossible to take any integer values because of the anomaly A(n).
The second line in Eq.(3.9) is new terms appeared when N ≥ 2. These terms and the
second term in the first line can be rewritten as the surface integration of s as Eq.(2.8).
Due to the inversion symmetry of N , it is sufficient to evaluate in the limit s → ∞
corresponding to K = 0 contribution. Thus let us consider the following quantity to
evaluate the terms other than the first term in Eq.(3.9)
lim
s→∞
s3
∮
dz
2πi
esz
z
G(z)
aij(z)∆(zakℓ(z)). (3.10)
By changing the variable z → z/s, we can expand integrand around s≫ 1. We write the
behavior of G and {aij} around z = 0 as follows
G(z) ∼
{
g0/z
n0 (z → 0)
g∞/z
n∞ (z →∞)
, aij(z) ∼
{
bij0 /z
n
ij
0 (z → 0)
bij∞/z
n
ij
∞ (z →∞)
. (3.11)
Then we can see the 1/s expansion starts with s−χ, here we define χ as χ(i, j; k, ℓ) ≡
n0 − n
ij
0 − n
kℓ
0 . If χ is positive, Eq.(3.10) does not contribute when s → ∞, and if χ
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is negative, Eq.(3.10) is not well-defined. A term with negative χ is not well-defined by
itself, while it is allowed to be cancel in the sum of i, j in Eq.(3.9). However, we consider
only χ ≥ 0 for simplicity from hereafter. When χ(i, j; k, ℓ) = 0, Eq.(3.10) becomes
−
bij0 b
kℓ
0
g0
A(nkℓ), (3.12)
where A is the same as given by (2.10). Especially in the case of aij = 1, akℓ = G, we
obtain the consistent result with the calculation of anomaly A(n) in Eq.(2.10). From this
calculation, we arrived at the final formula of N for new Ψ;
N = n0 −A(n0)−
∑
i,j
Θij
bii0 b
jj
0
g0
(
A(njj0 )− A(n
ji
0 )
)
+
(
n0, n
ij
0 , b
ij
0 ↔ n∞, n
ij
∞, b
ij
∞
)
, (3.13)
we have used bij0 b
ji
0 = b
ii
0 b
jj
0 from the definition of aij. χ(i, j) is defined as
χ(i, j) = χ(i, j; j, i) = n0 − n
ij
0 − n
ji
0 = n0 − n
ii
0 − n
jj
0 . (3.14)
and Θij is defined as
Θij =
{
1 χ(i, j) = 0,
0 χ(i, j) > 0,
(3.15)
and nij∞ is defined as −n
ij
0 −
∑M
k=1 nkn
ij
k . The expression Eq.(3.13) includes degree of
freedom that are not independent. From the above result, we will construct the concrete
expression for N in Sec.4.
Before ending this subsection, we mention on the direct calculation of N with regu-
larization. If we apply Kε regularization to Eq.(1.1), the calculation of the first term does
not have essential change, but the remaining terms changes as
ε×
∫ ∞
0
ds e−εs s3f(s) +
(
lim
s→∞
− lim
s→0
)
e−εss3 · · · , (3.16)
where
f(s) =
1
8πi
∮
Cs
dz
2πi
esz
z
G
(∑
i
∑
j 6=i
aii∆(zajj)−
∑
i 6=j
aij∆(zaji)
)
. (3.17)
Thanks to the suppression factor e−εs, the surface term in Eq.(3.16) vanish 3. Taking ε
to be zero in Eq.(3.16) is equivalent to picking up the behavior of s3f(s) at s = ∞, as
long as lims→∞ s
3f(s) is well defined. Therefore,we obtain the same result as the direct
calculation of N .
3If we regularize K =∞, we can see that the limit of s→ 0 also vanish.
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3.2 Integration form of BRST-exact quantity and surface inte-
gration
In this subsection, we give an evaluation of calN as the integration form of the BRST-
exact quantity. The outline of the calculation is the same as that of the Okawa type. In
addition, we mention about “the surface integration” of CSFT. Although this is a specific
argument expressed in terms of sz-trick, the discussion widely holds for the integral form
of BRST-exact quantities.
In order to investigate the integration of BRST-exact quantity for the Ψ, as in Okawa
solution, we introduce the parameterized Ψu defined as follows.
Ψu = u
∑
i,j
fi(K)c
(
δij + u
aij(K)
Gu(K)
)
KBcgj(K), (3.18)
where Gu is defined as Gu = 1− u
∑
i aii. Then we obtain the integration of the Q-exact
form of N as
N /π2 =
∫
Q
(∑
i,j,k
∫ 1
0
du cK
[
uaij
Gu
, c
]
uajkK
Gu
Bcaki
)
. (3.19)
By applying the Kεη regularization, we obtain the following form
N /π2 = ε× Eεη[G(K), aij(K)] + η ×Hεη[G(K), aij(K)]
)
. (3.20)
Here we have omitted the term
∫
Q [(Ψu ∗ dΨu/du)reg] because it is safely zero. The details
of Eεη and Hεη are shown in Appendix.A. By inversion symmetry of correlation function,
we can show
Hη[G(K), aij(K)] = Eη[G(1/K), aij(1/K)], (3.21)
where we denote Hη as Hεη with ε set to zero and Eε as Eεη with η set to zero, and Eη is
obtained by replacing ε with η in Eε. Therefore N is reduce to be the expression including
only Eε;
N = π2 lim
ε→0
ε× (Eε[G(K), aij(K)] + Eε[G(1/K), aij(1/K)]) . (3.22)
The Eε is same as the integral Eq.(2.5), except that F is replaced by
F =
(
−2∆
(
z
Gu
)
zG
Gu
−∆(zG)
z
G2u
+∆(z)
zG
G2u
+
u(1 +Gu)
G2u
∑
i 6=j
(∆(zaij)zaji −∆(zaii)zajj)
)′
, (3.23)
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where ′ denote the differentiation with respect to z. The first line is given by only diagonal
component G = 1−
∑
i aii and the same expression as in the case of N = 1. It has already
been proven in [7] to be equivalent to the result of the direct N calculation Eq.(2.9). In
the second line, using following equation∫ 1
0
du
u(1 +Gu)
G2u
=
1
(1−G)2
[
Gu +
1
Gu
]u=1
u=0
=
1
G
, (3.24)
we notice that it has the same expression as the new anomaly term in Eq.(3.9). Therefore,
we can reproduce the result of direct calculation of N from the integral of BRST-exact
quantity with Kεη regularization for the new Ψ. Note that if we performed the u integra-
tion after the z or s integration, we numerically checked that is equal to the result of the
direct calculation.
Now, recall the fact that the winding number NCS can be written in the surface
integral, as we saw in Eq. (1.2). We already know that the result of the N calculation
Eq.(2.9) resembles the most right hand side of Eq. (1.2). What can be inferred from this
result is that N can be expressed as a surface integral over K or s. This is because s is the
total width of the cylinder and K is the generator of width. In fact, we can prove that the
correlation function
∫
Q(BcF1(K)cF2(K)cF3(K)) is expressed by the surface integral of
s in sz-trick for arbitrary functions F1(K), F2(K) and F3(K) as seen in Eq.(3.27). From
the sz-trick formula, we arrive at∫
Q (BcF1cF2cF3) =
1
8π3i
∫ ∞
0
ds
∫ i∞
−i∞
dz
2πi
eszF(z, s), (3.25)
where F is given by
F = G (F1, F2, F3, K) + G (F1, K, F2, F3)− G (F1, F2, K, F3)
= (z∂z − s∂s) s
2 (∆2s(F1 ◦s F2)F3 −∆s(F1F2)F3) . (3.26)
Especially, if F2 = K, it becomes F = 2πi(z∂z − s∂s)(sF3∆22sF1), this is just the same
expression in [12]. If we can add an infinite arc to integration path on the left half plane
in order to make a closed contour, Eq. (3.25) becomes the surface integration of s∫
Q(BcF1cF2cF3)
=
1
8π3i
(
lim
s→∞
− lim
s→0
)
s3
∮
Cs
dz
2πi
esz ((∆s(F1F2)−∆2s(F1 ◦s F2))F3) . (3.27)
If closed contour does not include any poles on the imaginary axis, esz act as a suppression
term in the limit of s→∞. The contribution from s→ 0 will be zero due to the factor of
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s3 when F1, F2, F3 satisfy the appropriate conditions. Therefore, it seems that the axiom
that the BRST-exact integration vanish is valid naively.
However, we encounter the different situation when z-integral picks up a pole on the
imaginary axis. As already said, z integration path we adopt is a closed contour Cs that
includes the imaginary axis. To be sure, we did not evaluate the value of N directly from
the form of
∫
QA above, but evaluated by applying Kε regularization to break BRST-
exactness. However, the form of
∫
QA can produces the same result as that obtained by
Kε regularization. To explain this, we apply Kε regularization in Eq.(3.25), it becomes
ε×
∫
cF1(Kε)cF2(Kε)cF3(Kε)
= ε×
1
8π3i
∫ ∞
0
ds e−εss2
∮
dz
2πi
esz∂z {(∆2s(F1 ◦ F2)−∆s(F1F2))F3} . (3.28)
Here, we have omitted the
∫
Q (BcF1(Kε)cF2(Kε)cF3(Kε)) because there does not exist
any poles on the imaginary axis in the sz-trick. After partial integration, Eq.(3.28) with ε
set to zero is same as s→∞ term in Eq.(3.27), unless the s integral diverges. Therefore,
we can say that integration of BRST exact quantity (3.27) can take a non-zero value.
Note that we discussed only lims→∞ term in Eq.(3.27) which is necessary for following
discussion.
Now, let us return to N of Eq.(3.19). This becomes the surface integration of s as
discussed above,
N =
1
8πi
(
lim
s→∞
− lim
s→0
)∫ 1
0
du
∮
Cs
dz
2πi
eszF(z, s, u), (3.29)
where
F(z, s, u) =
∑
i,j,k
{
∆s(aki
uzaij
Gu
)−∆2s
(
aki ◦s
uzaij
Gu
)}
uzajk
Gu
−
∑
i,j
{∆s(zaji)−∆2s(aji ◦s z)}
1−Gu
G2u
uzaij . (3.30)
The poles of Eq.(3.30) exist only on the left half plane Re z < 0, except for u = 0. If
we perform the integration with respect to u after limiting s to zero or infinity, Eq.(3.29)
becomes zero in both cases. However, if the u integration is performed before the limit of
s, Eq.(3.29) gives the same result as direct calculation of N .
Certainly, we could rewrite Eq. (3.19) into the surface integration form. Although the
integration form of BRST-exact quantity is formally given regardless of the details of the
solution, the surface integration form depends on the property of the solution. Further-
more, the correlation function can be written with sz-trick explicitly. In these respects,
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the above discussion did not give a general solution. Even so, since the statement holds
for any F1, F2, F3, it will give suggestions to the general definition of surface integration
in CSFT.
3.3 EOM against solution itself
It was found that the value of winding number is provided by the singularity of Ψ. Reg-
ularization is necessary to safely handle singularities and extract them properly. In the
previous section, we saw that Kεη regularization works well for the integration form of
the BRST-exact quantity, however, it should be noted that this regularization breaks the
equation of motion at O(ε). Moreover, the integration path specified by Kε regularization
picks up anomalies derived from poles on the imaginary axis, and thus N does not takes
an integers for general Ψ.
The equation of motion for Ψεη in Eq.(3.7) is
QΨεη +Ψεη ∗Ψεη
= ε×
∑
i,j
fic
K2ε
Kεη
(
δij +
aij
G
)
cgj + η ×
∑
i,j
ficK
2
ε
[
1
Kεη
(
δij +
aij
G
)
, c
]
K2εBcgj . (3.31)
We extend straightforwardly the discussion of T Eq.(2.16) as in the Okawa type solution
T = ε× E ′εη[G(K), aij(K)] + η × F
′
εη[G(K), aij(K)]. (3.32)
Details of E ′εη and F
′
εη are given in Appendix.A. As shown in Eq.(2.16), this T also can
be expressed by E ′ε alone thanks to inversion symmetry. Defining E
′
ε and H
′
η as E
′
ε,η=0 and
H′ε=0,η, respectively, gives
T = lim
ε→0
ε× (E ′ε[G(K), aij(K)] + E
′
ε[G(1/K), aij(1/K)]) . (3.33)
The F in Eq.(2.5) for E ′ε[G(K), aij(K)] becomes
F = −4s2∆s(z)
zG′
G
+ 2(z∂z − s∂s)s
2G∆
( z
G
)
+ s2
(
zG∆
z
G
)′
+
∑
i 6=j
[
(z∂z − s∂s)s
2aii∆s
zajj
G
+ s2
(
zaii∆s
zajj
G
)′
−
{
(z∂z − s∂s)s
2aij∆s
zaji
G
+ s2
(
zaij∆s
zaji
G
)′}]
. (3.34)
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The first line leads to the same result as Eq.(2.18), and the remaining terms are given as
follows using Eq.(3.11);
T = B(n0) +
∑
i 6=j
Θij
bij0 b
ji
0
g0
(
B(njj0 )− B(n
ji
0 )
)
+
(
n0, n
ij
0 , g0, b
ij
0 ↔ n∞, n
ij
∞, g∞, b
ij
∞
)
. (3.35)
Replacing A with B, this expression is the same as the anomaly term in calN in Eq.(3.13).
3.4 Gauge invariant observables
In this section, we discuss about the gauge invariant observable(GIO) [17, 18, 19],
〈I|c(i)c(−i)V (i,−i)|Ψ〉 , (3.36)
where V is an on-shell closed string vertex operator, 〈I| is an identity string field. GIO is
an important tool for extracting BCFT information from classical solutions. We assume
I(y) is defined as follows,
I(y) := 2π2
∫
cc¯V (iy,−iy)Ψ, (3.37)
where it is written in sliver coordinates. Then GIO is given as limy→∞ I(y). Calculating
GIO in the same way as [12] gives
lim
y→∞
I(y) = Adisk0 (V
m) lim
z→0
(
−zG′ +
∑
i,j
z
G
aija
′
ji
)
= −Adisk0 (V
m) lim
z→0
zG′
G
= n0 ×A
disk
0 (V
m). (3.38)
This result indicates Ψ represents n0 copies of the original D-brane. Unlike N , GIO has
no anomaly.
It should be noted that GIO does not equally include the contributions from K = 0
and K = ∞. Unfortunately, since GIO contains matter operator V , it cannot be shown
that GIO is an inversion symmetric quantity. We comment on a inversion symmetric GIO
in Sec.5.
4 Construction of winding number for arbitrary in-
teger values
In this section, we construct a solution where N takes an integer value while keeping
EOM in the strong sense T to zero. We should consider both contributions from the
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singularities at K = 0 and K = ∞, but for simplicity, we discuss the contribution only
from K = 0 in this section. That is, we investigate a combination of G and {aij} where
both N anomaly,
A(n0) +
∑
i,j
Θij
bij0 b
ji
0
g0
(
A(njj0 )− A(n
ji
0 )
)
, (4.1)
in Eq.(3.13) and EOM anomaly, T in Eq.(3.35), are zero. In the previous section, we
showed that N and T could diverge unless Ψ is properly adjusted, which feature did not
exist when N = 1. We have to take care that the index χ(i, j) Eq.(3.14) is a non-negative
integer so that N and T are well defined. This conditions can reduces the degree of
freedom prepared at the beginning, but if N is chosen to be 3 or more, there is still
enough freedom to make both N anomaly and T to zero as seen below.
4.1 N = 2 case
Let us start with the simplest case, i.e. N = 2. To achieve χ12 = χ21 = 0 under the
constraint G = 1 − a11 − a22, either n110 or n
22
0 should be n0 and the other should be 0.
Since the roles of a11 and a22 are symmetric, let us consider the case of n
11
0 = n0, n
22
0 = 0
from here after. In addition, it is hold that b110 = −g0 for n0 > 0, and b
22
0 = 1 for n0 < 0.
Therefore Eq.(4.1) and Eq.(3.35) becomes
A(n0) + γ
(
A(n0)− A(n
12
0 )−A(n0 − n
12
0 )
)
, (4.2)
B(n0) + γ
(
B(n0)− B(n
12
0 )−B(n0 − n
12
0 )
)
, (4.3)
where coefficient γ is define as γ = −b220 for n > 0 and γ = b
11
0 /g0 for n < 0. Thus, for
an integer n0, our task is finding n
12
0 ∈ Z and γ so that the two anomalies Eq.(4.2) and
Eq.(4.3) to be zero at the same time.The results are
n0 = 2 (n12, γ) = (−1, 1/3) , (1,−1) , (3, 1/3) ,
n0 = 3 (n12, γ) = (1,−3/4), (2,−3/4),
n0 = −2 (n12, γ) = (−1,−1). (4.4)
Here, we omitted solutions satisfying N = ±1 that can be constructed with N = 1.
4.2 N = 3 case
In the case of N = 3, we separately describe the case where n0 is positive and negative.
At first, we consider the case that n0 is positive. From the condition 1− G =
∑
i aii,
it is impossible that all n110 , n
22
0 , n
33
0 are smaller than n0, and at least one of n
11
0 , n
22
0 , n
33
0
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should be equal to or grater than n0. Therefore all three χ(1, 2), χ(1, 3), χ(2, 3) cannot
be zero at the same time. Here we set two χ(1, 2), χ(1, 3) to zero and set χ(2, 3) > 0. To
realize this, take for example n110 = n0 and n
22
0 = n
33
0 = 0. In this case, b
11
0 = −g0 holds.
Next, consider the case n0 < 0. At least one of n
11
0 , n
22
0 , n
33
0 will be zero by condition
G = 1 −
∑
i aii while keeping χ ≥ 0. Again, all three χ(1, 2), χ(1, 3), χ(2, 3) cannot be
zero at the same time, then we consider χ12 = χ13 = 0 and χ23 > 0 case. In this case, we
can take n110 = 0, n
12
0 = n
13
0 = n0 and b
11
0 = 1.
As the result, the both anomalies in Eq.(4.1) are reduce to
A(n0) + γ
2
(
A(n0)−A(n
12
0 )−A(n0 − n
12
0 )
)
+ γ3
(
A(n0)−A(n
13
0 )−A(n0 − n
13
0 )
)
, (4.5)
where γi = −bii0 for n0 > 0 and γ
i = bii0 /g0 (i = 2, 3). T can be obtained by simply
replacing A with B in the above expression. For any integer values of n0, there exist
appropriate two coefficients γ2, γ3 to vanish both anomalies.
4.3 N ≥ 4 case
It is straightforward to generalize the above discussion to N ≥ 4. From the condition
1 − G =
∑
i aii, at least one of the elements, n
11
0 , n
22
0 , · · · , n
NN
0 , should be equal to or
grater than n0. If there exist elements greater than n0, at least two elements are required
in order to satisfy the condition 1 − G =
∑
i aii. This is not an appropriate situation
because the combination of these elements produces negative χ. Therefore, only one of
n110 , n
22
0 , · · · , n
NN
0 should be equal to n0, here we choose n
11
0 , and the remaining elements
should satisfy nii0 ≤ 0 from the condition χ
1i ≥ 0. For i that satisfy nii0 = 0, the additional
anomaly term A(n0) − A(n1i0 ) − A(n0 − n
1i
0 ) to Eq.(4.1) is required by the condition
χ(1, i) = 0. For i that satisfy nii0 < 0, additional anomaly element never appear. In
addition, the anomaly term A(nii0 ) + A(n
jj
0 ) − A(n
ij
0 ) − A(n
ji
0 ) does not appear either,
because χ(i, j) is positive for all i, j = 2, 3, · · · , N . Thus, if we define
I> =
{
i|nii0 = 0, 2 ≤ i ≤ N
}
, (4.6)
our task is to find n1i0 ∈ Z and b
ii
0 which satisfy the following two equations;
A(n0)−
∑
i∈I>
bii0
(
A(n0)−A(n
1i
0 )− A(n0 − n
1i
0 )
)
= 0,
B(n0)−
∑
i∈I>
bii0
(
B(n0)−B(n
1i
0 )− B(n0 − n
1i
0 )
)
= 0. (4.7)
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For the case of n0 < 0, from the same discussion as above, one element in n
11
0 , n
22
0 , · · · , n
NN
0
should be zero and is chosen as n110 . Then if we define
I< =
{
i|nii0 = n0, 2 ≤ i ≤ N
}
, (4.8)
our task is to find n1i0 ∈ Z and b
ii
0 /g0 which satisfy the following two equations;
A(n0) +
∑
i∈I<
bii0
g0
(
A(n0)− A(n
1i
0 )−A(n0 − n
1i
0 )
)
,
B(n0) +
∑
i∈I<
bii0
g0
(
B(n0)− B(n
1i
0 )−B(n0 − n
1i
0 )
)
. (4.9)
As a result, we conclude that there is enough degrees of freedom for any n0 to satisfy
the two conditions if N ≥ 3. Moreover, in this case, we find infinite number of solutions
that satisfy N = n0, and we need to impose the appropriate EOM conditions to these
solutions.
5 Summary and discussion
In this work, we have studied whether N of Eq.(1.1) can take an integer values keeping
EOM to zero in the strong sense T . This work is inspired by the similarity of the algebraic
structure of the CSFT and CS theory, which suggest that N is a winding number. For
Okawa type solution, we have already discussed this problem in our previous paper [5, 7].
Unfortunately, N takes only some integer values due to some kind of anomalies. Therefore,
we investigated in more general KBc space than Okawa solution, by extending U as
Eq.(3.1) in this paper. We have presented the general formula ofN , EOM against solution
itself and the gauge invariant observable. Our results showed that at least three terms
in U and U−1 are sufficient to eliminate the two kind of anomalies, i.e. A(n) in N and
B(n) in T . We also discussed about the surface integration form of N . We demonstrated
that a general integration form of BRST quantity consisting of K,B and c can take non-
zero values by direct calculation in sz-trick. Moreover, it can be written in the surface
integration of the s in sz-trick, where s denote total width of cylinder for which we are
consider the correlation function.
In the paper [20], LKBc algebra, which is an natural extension of KBc algebra, was
introduced. As pointed out in [20, 21], L can be understood as a derivative of K. It
might be possible to rewrite the surface integration form of N to a more universal form
by using L.
We gave the formula for N and T only if each summrand in Eq.(3.8) and Eq.(3.34)
satisfies the condition χ(i, j) ≥ 0. if χ(i, j) < 0, it is difficult to give the explicit solution,
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because each summrand in Eq.(3.8) and Eq.(3.34) diverge. There is a slight possibility to
cancel the divergence in the sum and give different solutions from this paper. However,
this cancellation procedure would require the fine tune of parameters in N and T simul-
taneously. Also, since the formula of Eq. (3.10) in the case of χ(i, j) < 0 depends on the
higher order derivative of G and {aij}, it is hard to say that N and T are determined
only by the behavior of the solution at K = 0 and K =∞.
In this paper, we did not mention about the problem of which variation EOM vanish.
We only examined the inner product of EOM and the solution itself. This is not enough
to determine the solution, and we should check the EOM for more various conditions. It
should be mentioned here about the EOM against a state in the Fock space. For Okawa
solution Ψ = cKB
G
c(1−G), [12] gave the coefficient in front of c1c0|0〉 in EOM by C(n0),
where C(n) is defined as
C(n) =
πn(n + 1)
4
Re1 F1(2 + n, 3, 2πi). (5.1)
C(n) vanish only for n = −1, 0. In contrast, if we calculate for Ψ = fcKB
G
cg (G = 1−fg)
instead of the above Ψ, the result is not C(n0). To make matter worse, it generally
diverges when ε → 0. If the behavior of f(z) near z = 0 is z−n
f
0 , then the leading term
when expanded in ε is
1
ε
(
C ′(n0)− C
′(n0 − n
f
0)− C
′(nf0)
)
, (5.2)
where
C ′(n) =
n(n+ 1)
4
Im1 F1(2 + n, 3, 2πi). (5.3)
When nf0 = 0 or n
f
0 = n0, the term proportional to 1/ε vanish, and the next order
matches C(n0). This calculation can be extended to general Ψ in Eq.(3.2). However,
similar situation generally occur even if Ψ satisfies the conditions, which is necessary for
N ∈ Z and T = 0. What to keep in mind is that we do not have any clear reason to choose
Fock space as the variation, since Fock state is not a natural state on non-perturbative
vacuum. At present, it has not been possible to judge the above result correctly yet. This
is an important problem that we should tackle in the near future.
This paper also did not cover the relation between our result and the solution in [8].
In [8], in addition to T = 0, reality conditions are imposed on the solution. We need to
consider the reality conditions to construct a physical classical solution.
In contrast to N , GIO is determined only by G(K), and has no anomaly for any
solution. And GIO can be obtained from O(ε) term in Eq.(3.7) when the regularization
is applied. This property is the same as N . Furthermore [22] showed that GIO, for a
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certain case with matter operator V = ∂X0∂¯X0, is equal to N . This results indicate that
the GIO is also topological quantity. Based on the proof of [22], we stated in the previous
paper[16] that inversion symmetric GIO for V = ∂X0∂¯X0 is defined as(
lim
y→∞
− lim
y→0
)
I(y), (5.4)
where I(y) is defined as Eq.(3.37). This expression is different from the ordinary GIO
limy→∞ I(y) in Eq.(3.36). Since GIO contains matter operator V , we cannot show Eq.(5.4)
has the inversion symmetry directly. However, we confirmed for some multi brane solution
that limy→∞ I(y) and limy→0 I(y) picks the contribution form the singularity at K = 0
and K = ∞, respectively. Also, Eq.(5.4) seems the surface integration of y. With these
reasons in mind, we conjecture that Eq.(5.4) is genuine gauge invariant observable for any
matter operator V . It is interesting future problem.
Finally, we will make a brief comment on a solution in non-universal class[23] from the
view of the winding number. Here we call it as EM solution. Although the EM solution is
based on the tachyon vacuum solution (N = −1), we can formally construct the solution
based on the multi-brane solution Ψcl = cKB/G(K)c(1 − G(K)) in the same way as
EM solution by using the fact Qcl(BG(K))/K = 1 hold algebraically. Here Qcl is the
BRST charge around the solution Ψcl. According to [23], the energy of this solution is
the product of VEV of boundary condition changing operator and the winding number.
Therefore, even in the EM solution, the search for topological structures in the KBc space
is still important.
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A Details of calculation about N and T
In this appendix, we present the details of Eεη,Hεη in Eq.(3.20) and E ′εη,H
′
εη in Eq.(3.32).
And we demonstrate that E and H (E ′ and H′) are non trivially connected, thanks to the
inversion symmetry of the correlation function.
First, we give a concrete expression of Eεη and Hεη
Eεη[G(K)] =
∑
i,j,k
∫ 1
0
du
[∫
cakicεη
uaijKεη
Gu
cεη
uajkKεη
Gu
−
∫
Bcakic
K2ε
K2εη
c
uaijKεη
Gu
cεη
uajkKεη
Gu
+
∫
Bcakicεη
uaijKεη
Gu
c
K2ε
K2εη
c
uajkKεη
Gu
]
−
∑
i,j
∫ 1
0
du
[∫
caijcεηKεηcεη
uajiKεη
Gu
(
1−
1
Gu
)
+
∫
Bcaijc
K2ε
K2εη
c
uajiKεη
Gu
(
1−
1
Gu
)
cK
]
Hεη[G(K)] =
∑
i,j,k
∫ 1
0
du
[∫
Bcakicεη
uaijKεη
Gu
cεη
uajkKεη
Gu
cK2ε
+
∫
BcakicK
2
ε
[
c,
1
K2εη
]
K2εBc
uaijKεη
Gu
cεη
uajkKεη
Gu
−
∫
Bcakicεη
uaijKεη
Gu
cK2ε
[
c,
1
K2εη
]
K2εBc
uajkKεη
Gu
]
,
−
∑
i,j
∫ 1
0
du
[∫
BcaijcK
2
ε
[
c,
1
K2εη
]
K2εBc
uajiKεη
Gu
(
1−
1
Gu
)
cK
−
∫
BcaijcεηKεηcεη
uajiKεη
Gu
(
1−
1
Gu
)
cK2ε
]
, (A.1)
where all argument of G, aij are Kεη. We used the following relation to obtain Eεη,Fεη.
cεηKεηcεη = Qcεη + ηcK
2
ε
[
c,
1
K2εη
]
K2εBc− εc
K2ε
K2εη
c,
cεηKεηBεηcεη = Q(Bc) + εc+ ηcK
2
εBc. (A.2)
We define Eε as Eεη with η = 0;
Eε[G(K), aij(K)] =
∑
ijk
∫ 1
0
du
∫
cakicKε
[
uaij
Gu
, c
]
uajkKε
Gu
. (A.3)
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Here arguments of G, aij are Kε. And we defined Hη as Hεη with ε = 0,
Hη[G(K), aij(K)] =
∫ 1
0
du
∫
Bcakicη
uaij
Gu
K
1 + ηK
cη
uajk
Gu
K
1 + ηK
cK2
−
∫ 1
0
du
∫
BcakicK
2
[
c,
(1 + ηK)2
K2
]
K2Bc
uaij
Gu
K
1 + ηK
cη
uajk
Gu
K
1 + ηK
+
∫ 1
0
du
∫
Bcakicη
uaij
Gu
K
1 + ηK
cK2
[
c,
(1 + ηK)2
K2
]
K2
uajk
Gu
K
1 + ηK
−
∫ 1
0
du
∫
BcaijcK
2
[
c,
(1 + ηK)2
K2
]
K2Bc
uaji
Gu
(
1−
1
Gu
)
K
1 + ηK
cK
−
∫ 1
0
du
∫
Bcaijcη
K
1 + ηK
cη
uaji
Gu
K
1 + ηK
(
1−
1
Gu
)
cK2, (A.4)
where cη is defined as
cη = c(1 + ηK)
2Bc. (A.5)
Using the relations[
c,
(1 + ηK)2
K2
]
K2Bc
inv
→
[
c, (K + η)2
]
Bc,
c(1 + ηK)2Bc
inv
→ c(K + η)2Bc,
cη
K
1 + ηK
cη
inv
→ c(K + η) [c,K] (K + η)Bc. (A.6)
Hη becomes
Hη[G(K), aij(K)] =
∫ 1
0
du
∫
cakic(K + η)
2Bc
uaij
Gu(K + η)
c(K + η)2Bc
uajk
Gu(K + η)
+
∫ 1
0
du
∫
BcakicK
2Bc
1
K2
[
c, (K + η)2
]
Bc
uaij
Gu(K + η)
c
uajk(K + η)
Gu
−
∫ 1
0
du
∫
Bcakic(K + η)
2Bc
uaij
Gu(K + η)
cK2Bc
1
K2
[
c, (K + η)2
] uajk
Gu(K + η)
−
∫ 1
0
du
∫
BcaijcK
2Bc
1
K2
[
c, (K + η)2
]
Bc
uaji
G2u(K + η)
(1−Gu)cK
−
∫ 1
0
du
∫
caijc(K + η) [c,K] (K + η)Bc
uaji
Gu(K + η)
(
1−
1
Gu
)
= Eη[G(1/K), aij(1/K)] +
∫
Q
(∫ 1
0
duBcaijc(K + η)
2c
uaji
G2u(K + η)
(1−Gu)
)
,
(A.7)
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where Eη is defined as replacing ε with η in Eε. The integration form of the regularized
Q-exact quantity in the last line safely vanish. Note that the arguments of G and aij
changed from K/(1 + ηK) to 1/(K + η) by the inversion map Eq.(2.11).
Concrete expression of E ′εη and H
′
εη are given by
E ′εη[G(K), aij(K)] =
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
∫
Bcajk(Kεη)c
K2ε
Kεη
(
δkℓ +
akℓ
G
(Kεη)
)
caℓi(Kεη)c
(
δij +
aij
G
(Kεη)
) K2ε
Kεη
H′εη[G(K), aij(K)] =
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
∫
Bcajk(Kεη)cK
2
ε
[
1
Kεη
(
δkℓ +
akℓ
G
(Kεη)
)
, c
]
K2ε
× [aℓi(Kεη), c]
(
δij +
aij
G
(Kεη)
) K2ε
Kεη
(A.8)
where all arguments of G and aij are Kεη. And we define E ′ε(H
′
η) as E
′
εη(H
′
εη) with
η = 0(ε = 0).
E ′ε[G(K), aij(K)] =
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
∫
Bcajk(Kε)cKε
(
δkℓ +
akℓ
G
(Kε)
)
caℓi(Kε)c
(
δij +
aij
G
(Kε)
)
Kε,
H′η[G(K), aij(K)] =
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
∫
Bcajk(Kη)cK
2Bc
1 + ηK
K
(
δkℓ +
akℓ
G
(Kη)
)
cK2Bc
× aℓi(Kη)cK
2Bc
(
δij +
aij
G
(Kη)
) 1 + ηK
K
, (A.9)
where all argument of G and aij are Kε(K/(1 + ηK)) in E ′ε (H
′
η). Just as in the above
discussion, we can prove that the following relation exists between E ′ and H′.
H′η[G(K), aij(K)] = E
′
ε[G(1/K), aij(1/K)], (A.10)
where E ′η is defined as replacing ε with η in E
′
ε.
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